The growing popularity of autonomous systems creates a need for reliable and efficient metric pose retrieval algorithms. Currently used approaches tend to rely on nearest neighbor search of binary descriptors to perform the 2D-3D matching and guarantee realtime capabilities on mobile platforms. These methods struggle, however, with the growing size of the map, changes in viewpoint or appearance, and visual aliasing present in the environment. The rigidly defined descriptor patterns only capture a limited neighborhood of the keypoint and completely ignore the overall visual context.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual localization has become one of the core functionalities in robotics, being widely deployed on mobile platforms and various mobile devices. High-frequency metric 6-DoF pose estimates expressed in a global map frame enable or facilitate multiple tasks such as navigation, path-planning, obstacle avoidance, or multiagent collaboration. Frameworks that are accurate over long periods of time are also key for lifelong visual teach and repeat. These applications require reliable visual localization in the presence of illumination changes, varying weather conditions, or self-similarity of the environment.
Existing localization systems used in robotics usually rely on 2D-3D matching for precise metric pose estimation. This correspondence search is based on handcrafted features, often binary BRISK [1] or FREAK [2] descriptors, to enable realtime queries, even on platforms with limited computational resources. Their matching performance, however, suffers with the growing size of the database, visual aliasing [3] , or changes in illumination and viewpoint. Intuitively, the small image patches covered by descriptor patterns are not expressive when reaching the city or even the building scale. The high dimensionality makes the search particularly challenging when covering large environments, and requires either approximate methods [4] or projection into different spaces [5] .
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Closest map frame BRISK LandmarkBoost Fig. 1 : Matching result for BRISK descriptors and the proposed LandmarkBoost framework in a very self-similar environment. The left frame is a query image, the right one is the closest map frame. Red points in the query frame denote outliers, i.e. returned matches that failed geometric verification. Thanks to the inclusion of context information LandmarkBoost retrieves more geometrically consistent matches and fewer outliers.
More recent algorithms attempt to improve the performance of binary descriptors by checking for geometric consistency or by augmenting them with additional information, such as a broader neighborhood or semantic labels. Another approach is to use larger patches or the entire frame and learn the features with end-to-end methods. This leads, however, to much higher computational demands, basically requiring a costly, heavy and power-demanding GPU to be installed onboard. Additionally, most state-of-the-art systems merely consider place recognition, i.e. retrieving a topological location such as a map image, but do not provide an exact 6-DoF pose. This does not fulfill the requirements of robotic applications that rely on metric output.
We propose LandmarkBoost, a system that addresses the specific needs of mobile robotics for large-scale metric visual-based localization while keeping a limited computational cost of retrieval. Our method augments binary descriptors with visual context to build a comprehensive descriptor of the observations and improve the 2D-3D matching performance. The augmented descriptors are passed to a boosted classifier, effectively casting the matching problem as a classification. The algorithm returns 2D-3D correspondences that can be directly consumed by a 6-DoF pose estimation engine. The new features and a retrieval engine better handle the typical failure cases, such as visual aliasing, and improve the matching results, as in Fig. 1 . The contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a visual context formulation that augments the binary descriptors and permits to improve the raw descriptor matching. The context is extracted from randomly generated regions that capture co-occurring statistics between landmarks within the entire image plane. • We introduce a boosted classifier that serves as an efficient observation-to-landmark matching engine, but also as a tool to discover useful context relationships between landmarks. The optimized implementation of the classifier enables support for large scale maps. • We demonstrate that the runtime of the proposed approach is comparable to the conventional search methods for binary and projected descriptors. This confirms our boosted classifier can be used to perform online localization. • We provide an extensive experimental validation that demonstrates our method outperforms the commonlyused binary descriptors both at 2D-3D correspondence search and the resulting pose estimation.
II. RELATED WORK
The principle of 2D-3D matching [6] followed by a npoint-pose (PnP) solver with RANSAC is a commonly used toolset for metric localization in robotics and mobile devices. The efficiency and scalability of such approaches [7] requires limited computational resources and permits to estimate a 6-DoF pose with high accuracy. Further optimizations to the pipeline [8] let us use such methods in real-time, making them particularly suitable for mobile robotics, enabling new applications such as collaboration between agents [9] .
The quality of retrieved 3D landmark matches for a query 2D keypoint directly affects the precision and recall of pose estimation. Below, we present selected approaches that are used to improve the raw descriptor matching output.
Voting and filtering: The raw correspondence search result can be improved by filtering matches or reranking the list of candidates using some additional information. In [10] , Jégou et al. introduce a Weak Geometric Consistency test while building a list of matches that checks if scale and angle of the retrieved matches are consistent with the query. A related approach is presented by Zeisl et al. [11] , where spatial verification is formulated as a Hough voting problem that works in linear time. An alternative approach is proposed by Lynen et al. [5] , where the raw descriptor matches are used to construct a voting space to only return the matches from high vote density regions. This method was further improved by a probabilistic approach to voting in [12] . All these approaches are complementary to LandmarkBoost and can be used to further refine the candidate list returned by our algorithm.
Image retrieval: Another group of approaches considers entire images instead of local features. Some of these methods depend on aggregating descriptors of local features, e.g. bag-of-words [13] or VLAD [14] . The image retrieval approaches can then be used to model places [3] and avoid potentially misleading features. They can also be used to obtain a localization prior to constrain the search space for 2D-3D correspondences [15] . Another family of methods describe the entire image without relying on keypoints, using handcrafted or learned methods, examples including GIST [16] and DIR [17] respectively. These algorithms, however, rely on relatively expensive computations and large descriptor dimensionalities. An interesting approach is presented in [18] , where a classifier is used to assign an image to one of over 26k geographic locations worldwide. It proves viability of classification methods for place recognition.
Temporal sequences: The localization queries can also be extended in the temporal dimension. Intuitively, using sequences of frames helps to distinguish places and avoid mistakes, e.g. caused by visual aliasing. Sequencebased methods can rely on traditional image comparison measures [19] or using long short-term memory (LSTM) networks [20] . Using ordered sets of frames, however, raises a question about robustness to trajectory changes and viewpoint variations, as small shifts of field-of-view can disrupt the performance [21] .
Landmark covisibility: Yet another group of approaches tries to benefit from analyzing co-occurrence statistics of groups of landmarks. The assumption is that while it might be easy to confuse a single landmark observation, it is much less probable when dealing with a covisibility subgraph. Mei et al. [22] and later Stumm et al. [23] , [24] present approaches that rely on landmark covisibility statistics to find reappearing patterns in the graph space. Similarly, in [25] orientation and scale of neighboring features are used.
Visual context and classifiers: Instead of landmark covisibility, we can focus just on a neighborhood of a point feature in the image plane, called visual context. In [26] , Loquercio et al. suggest to combine point features with a local neighborhood of a fixed size. Zhang et al. [27] propose to build geometry-preserving visual phrases, that capture visual word co-occurrences and most importantly their spatial layout even including distant relationships in the image plane. It can be considered an extension to [28] where just local patterns were discovered. A depart from point matching is suggested in [29] [30] , where a bank of SVMs, operating on mid-level features, is used to obtain associations to the prior map. Unfortunately, while improving robustness, this approach reduces the metric accuracy of the pose estimates.
The method proposed in this paper aims to combine the advantages of some of the aforementioned approaches. We introduce a notion of visual context that is able to represent even long-range co-occurring feature patterns, implicitly capturing landmark covisibility instead of modelling it [23] . The context is described by sampling random region candidates and deciding during the training which of them contain useful information. This approach resembles the banks of SVMs in [29] , but depends on region embeddings and simple decision stumps. Finally, we use a multi-class classifier to directly obtain 2D-3D matches which yields a precise metric localization.
III. METHODOLOGY
We present LandmarkBoost -a localization algorithm that uses a visual context and boosted classifiers to obtain 2D-3D matches between query keyframes and prior map landmarks. We assume the prior map to be a structure-from-motion (SfM) model that contains covisibility information, detected keypoints, extracted features and 3D landmark positions. Additionally, we augment the SfM model with a concept of visual context that takes into account reoccurring feature patterns to improve the matching. In Section III-A we present our approach to model the visual context. Section III-B introduces the learning framework based on Jointboosting [31] , with certain specific adaptations to the task of 2D-3D matching. The boosted classifiers are area-specific and need to be pretrained offline, using both the conventional features and visual context embeddings as input. The framework supports a large number of 3D landmarks and lets us perform visual context feature selection. Finally, in Section III-C, we present an efficient approach to perform the classification online.
A. Modeling visual context
We propose to describe the visual context by means of context regions -areas in the image plane anchored to the point features. Those regions can be used to extract context embeddings that will be used to build feature vectors for context learning. The regions are common for all landmarks, i.e. the same set is applied to all observations. Initially, a large number of randomized regions is generated to guarantee a good coverage of the possible visual context locations. Then, we mine for the informative ones during subsequent training.
1) Context regions: Typically, feature-point descriptors are only extracted from the direct neighborhood of the keypoint location. For BRISK descriptors, the pattern covers a radius of 16 pixels. That is, however, often not sufficient to guarantee reliable matching as many corners look alike. Visual aliasing and identical objects appearing in many places within one environment result in false matches and frequent localization failures.
We propose the use of context regions anchored to the keypoint locations. Such regions can span much larger areas than the typical descriptor patterns. Their locations in the image are relative to the keypoint location and expressed in the normalized undistorted image plane to factor out the influence of lens effects. Additionally, the regions are scaled according to the keypoint scale to guarantee scale invariance and they are rotated using the gravity direction projected into the frame to ensure rotation invariance. The invariance properties of the regions are illustrated in Fig. 2 .
2) Region generation: As we do not know a priori which parts of the keypoint neighborhood are useful for learning the context, our approach aims to generate a large number of regions and only later decide which are actually useful for each landmark. We use rectangular regions within the image plane, with varying areas, aspect ratios and locations.
While the area of regions is random, we guarantee that each point in the image has a uniform probability of being covered by a region of any admissible area. In other words, we want to guarantee the region area distribution to be:
Using an inverse transform sampling method, we can sample from uniform distribution U (m, n) and generate a desired region area using the inverse distribution function:
3) Region descriptors: Regions, when applied to the image, denote an area that contains visual context information. This information can be extracted as a feature vector and used for context learning. Our method describes regions using bag-of-words (BoW) embeddings [13] that are inexpensive to compute, compact and straightforward to interpret. The BoW vectors are computed per region, based on keypoint descriptors within the region, and then normalized. The visual vocabulary for BoW generation is trained using the k-means algorithm on an unrelated dataset using the same descriptor type.
B. Training shared classifiers
The proposed method attempts to train a classifier that takes a query feature vector v as an input (which may contain both, conventional descriptors and context embeddings) and outputs a ranked list of matching landmarks from the database. Our training algorithm is based on Jointboosting by Torralba et al. [31] which satisfies several of our requirements:
( , , ) In our experiments, we construct 1,000 regions and use 16 visual words to compute a BoW vector.
• the classifier is based on simple decision stumps, which makes evaluation even for tens of thousands of classes feasible and easy to parallelize, • it relies on jointly training the decision stumps and sharing them among a set of classes so even a few observations are enough to build a reliable classifier for a landmark, • the classifier outputs a ranked list of candidates, which can be further filtered, • boosting algorithms inherently perform feature selection that can be used to mine for reliable visual context features.
Using a classifier instead of traditional nearest neighbor queries comes, however, at a cost. We need to train it for a specific set of landmarks, which means each area needs its own classifier. If a large environment is to be covered, the correct classifier can be preloaded based on a rough pose guess, e.g. GPS reading as proposed in [29] . Below, we always assume to deal with a single multi-class classifier.
1) Constructing training data: In the boosting framework, each database 3D landmark corresponds to a class. Each observation of a landmark c corresponds to a single training sample v i with a label z i c = 1 and ∀ c =c z i c = −1. The feature vector for an observation is a concatenation of descriptors of all regions, each of length equal to the BoW vocabulary size. Additionally, we augment the feature vector with the original keypoint descriptor, see Fig. 3 . By combining the context with the point descriptor, we let the learning algorithm decide which information reduces the misclassification cost more at a given training stage.
2) Training procedure: The boosted classifier H, as in [31] , is a sum of M weak learners h m :
where c is the class index and v the feature vector. At every training round m, a new weak learner is added so the
The new classifier is expected to reduce the overall weighted misclassification loss. The original Jointboost formulation follows the gentleboost [32] algorithm and minimizes the following weighted squared error J:
The sample weight w c i is specific for a sample i and a class c and evolves during training. Note that the cost J is a sum over all classes C and all N training samples. The resulting weak learner function is a binary classifier that operates on a sharing set S(n) and has the form as in [31] : 
The limited size of the negative set addresses the heavy imbalance of the number of positive and negative samples per class compared to the original formulation. Additionally, this change significantly reduces the complexity of training, as we only evaluate |L + c | + |L − c | samples per class. Boot-strapping negative samples: After introducing a predefined negative sample set per class L − c , care needs to be taken to guarantee this set includes hard negative samples. We use a landmark quantizer to find them, assuming they quantize to the same visual words as the positive samples of the class c. This approach follows the Nearest Neighbor Negatives concept introduced in [33] . Moreover, we do not add any negative samples that are observations of landmarks located nearby in the metric space -these might be duplicates of the same landmark that did not get associated correctly by the SfM pipeline.
Hard negative mining: We further augment the negative set L − c while training. We add samples of classes that were misclassified as positives of a class c. In this way, the initial negative sample set is getting extended by samples that refine the classifier [34] .
Efficient sharing set initialization: In [31] , Torralba et al. propose a greedy approach with a O(|C| 2 ) complexity to select the sharing set S(n). Given the feature dimension f , we believe it is possible to initialize the sharing set based on v f i values. Classes that expose consistent behavior (e.g. majority of values are either zeros or very large) can be grouped together to form a candidate set S(n) that would classify them against the rest. While initial sharing sets are further refined, fewer iterations of the selection loop are necessary.
Efficient sharing set update: The parameters a, b and k c are refitted [35] at each sharing set estimation step. We propose to incrementally update them. E.g., when adding a class c to the sharing set, we perform an update of
using precomputed values of b c (f, θ) and w + c (f, θ). While this change might not seem significant, we have to keep in mind that decision stumps are fitted |F m | · |C| 2 times per boosting round so this optimization has a high impact on the total runtime.
Background class: The classifiers in [35] , [36] never return a "no match" answer. We introduce a background class that consists of samples that belong to untracked keypoints or landmarks not present in the database. A match to the background class means that the observation could not be matched to any of the known landmarks and should not be used for pose estimation. This increases the inlier ratio of the PnP+RANSAC algorithm.
C. Localization through Classification
The shared decision stumps h m , after training as described in Section IV-A, can be used to establish 2D-3D matches, i.e. matches between the keypoints of the query frame and the 3D landmarks stored in the database (a prior map). The localization works as follows:
1) The context embedding is computed by adapting the regions to the keypoint location and scale. For each of the regions, a region descriptor is computed. 2) The context embeddings of each keypoint are combined with its descriptor to create a feature vector v.
3) The feature vector v is classified by M shared decision stumps:
4) The keypoint-landmark pairs are translated into 2D-3D matches to estimate the pose using PnP and RANSAC algorithms [37] . The classification scheme presented above evaluates the classifier for all possible classes C. This might impair the performance when the classifier covers large areas with many landmarks. We propose to mitigate this issue by using an inverted file of database landmark quantizations. Given a [39] . Fig. 4 : A non-matching pair of frames from the CLA F dataset. Even though they look alike, the places are more than 20m apart. Using just keypoint descriptors leads to a localization failure due to the extreme visual aliasing. Visual context helps to disambiguate the locations -small cues let us reject false positive landmark matches.
query point descriptor, we can only test the candidates that quantize to the same visual words w, effectively reducing the set C to a subset C w ⊂ C.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The experimental evaluation verifies both the performance of the training procedure, as well as landmark and pose retrieval statistics. In Section IV-A we describe the training procedure. Then, in Section IV-B we evaluate the landmark retrieval, showing that the suggested approach returns more inlier matches than the baseline methods and that the correct matches are ranked higher. In Section IV-C we provide a comprehensive evaluation of the pose retrieval. Finally, Section IV-D presents a comparison of the runtime and inlier ratio between LandmarkBoost and baseline methods.
We use the implementation of Jointboosting by Krähenbühl et al. [38] , with the improvements described in Section III-B. The point descriptors are 384-bit BRISK [1] , extracted by the maplab [39] mapping framework. The proposed algorithm is compared to baseline methods, namely exact binary descriptor (BFMatcher) search implemented by OpenCV [40] and exact projected descriptor search using libnabo [41] . We directly feed the 2D-3D matches provided by the search methods to a localization engine based on PnP+RANSAC provided by opengv [37] . No match clustering or majority voting is used to avoid distorting the results of raw correspondence search.
The evaluation is performed on two sets of datasets: very self-similar indoor environment (see Fig. 4 ) and a largescale outdoor dataset. The details of the datasets are given in Table I . For each set of datasets, all but one are used to build a database (i.e. build a kd-tree or train a classifier) and the remaining one for evaluation. The goal is to retrieve relevant descriptors or localize each frame of the evaluation dataset. The classifier was trained solely on the visual context embeddings, without the raw descriptor part. The quality of retrieval is affected by the BoW visual vocabulary size used to describe the regions. Too few visual words means low context embedding uniqueness, too many lead to quantization errors.
A. Classifier training
The classifier for the CLA F dataset was trained on 7,500 best landmarks, selected by landmark quality [42] , [43] . The training fitted 2,000 decision stumps, used 1,000 regions and evaluated 500 features at each round. Further increasing the region count did not bring significant improvements to the matching performance. The training progress, that took about 8 hours, is depicted in Fig. 5 . The fitted weak learners used both keypoint descriptors as well as context embeddings. This indicates the provided visual context contains useful information that helps to establish 2D-3D matches.
We have also evaluated the sharing set size over the boosting iterations. Intuitively, initial sharing sets should contain about 50% of classes as such splits permit to reduce the classification cost most efficiently. Later on, the sharing set size is getting smaller as more detailed splits are necessary to improve the accuracy. This expected behavior indeed takes place when training, as depicted in Fig. 6 .
All of the above classifiers as well as all the subsequent evaluations use a BoW vocabulary that contains 16 visual words. This has proven to be an optimal value for descriptor retrieval as ilustrated in Table II . 
B. Landmark retrieval
In this section, the quality of the returned 2D-3D matches is evaluated. The precision and recall of the landmark retrieval has a direct influence on the quality and runtime of subsequent pose retrieval. A large fraction of false matches (outliers) might prevent the pose estimation algorithms to output a valid solution within a limited time. We are therefore interested in the precision of the first retrieved candidate, but also the rank of the true positive.
Following the benchmarking methodology of the Caltech Pedestrian Detection Benchmark [44] , we decided to use the average miss rate and the number of false positives per query to evaluate the retrieval results. This choice is motivated by the fact that in landmark retrieval only a single landmark class is a true positive. Fig. 7 illustrates the results of the proposed and baseline methods. It shows that significantly fewer candidates need to be retrieved using our approach compared to the baseline to obtain a relevant candidate. This is confirmed by statistics in Table III , where both the precision of the first candidate as well as the Mean Reciprocal Rank are superior for LandmarkBoost.
Overall, our results indicate that LandmarkBoost outputs more accurate correspondences, measured both as the reliability of first reported match as well as the position of the true positive within a ranked candidate list.
C. Pose retrieval
The aim of this section is to evaluate how the superior landmark retrieval results reported in Section IV-B translate into the pose retrieval, the ultimate goal of the localization The retrieved poses are then evaluated against the groundtruth values refined using a batch visual-inertial least squares optimization as in [8] . The thresholds of 20cm and 5deg are used as a threshold. All frames of the query datasets are used in this evaluation.
The results are presented in Fig. 8 . LandmarkBoost methods bring a boost in performance, especially for the high recall part of the curve, where the precision of the conventional methods drops rapidly. This permits to correctly localize more frames, without sacrificing precision of the output.
D. Matching runtime evaluation
In this section, we present an evaluation of the classification (or search) runtime. We decided to assess the runtime with respect to the inlier ratio to illustrate the trade-off between the matching quality and computational requirements. As shown in Fig. 9 , the proposed methods deliver the quality that is on par with the binary descriptor retrieval, but at a reduced query time, particularly for the classification using a set of candidates from the quantizer inverted file.
We believe that the runtime of Jointboost classification can be further reduced if necessary. The classifier evaluation consists of a series of binary tests and simple score arithmetic. These operations can be easily parallelized, further optimized using CPU vector instructions or even deployed on a GPU.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented LandmarkBoost, a novel approach for precise, metric localization. We have shown it is possible to construct a boosted classifier that operates on a large number of classes and delivers better performance than Fig. 9 : Runtime vs average inlier ratio. Mean runtime-inlier ratio pairs for each method are marked with full intensity markers. The figure presents the trade-off between the quality of landmark matches and the query time (single core of Intel i7-7820X@3.6GHz). The proposed Jointboost method delivers inlier ratios close to the baseline, but with about 30% shorter runtime. Using an inverted file for classification (see Section III-C) further reduces the computational cost of LandmarkBoost. conventional, search based methods. The classifier incorporates not only the local point features, but also the visual context by mining for useful information that consistently reappears with a given landmark. This way, we achieve a higher level of robustness against visual aliasing or appearance changes compared to raw binary features. Finally, we have presented a comprehensive evaluation that demonstrates superior descriptor and pose retrieval quality and shows realtime capability for robotic applications.
While this paper focuses on binary descriptors and visual context based on neighboring keypoints, LandmarkBoost can easily accommodate different data types while remaining very efficient. The proposed formulation is ready to work with other feature descriptors or region descriptors. We also believe that extending the framework to other kinds of data, such as semantics or object labels, might further improve the performance when compared to conventional descriptor search-based localization.
